Design and Implementation of Controllers for a Servo System

The methodology of the design goes by first obtaining a model
for the uncompensated system using the open-loop frequency
test, and then finding the parameters of the controller that
best improves the obtained model, and lastly implementing
the hardware controller.

•Determination of DC Motor and Tachometer
Constants:

•Approximation the Transfer Function of the DC
Motor:

The objective of this experiment is to find DC
motor constant and tachometer constant to estimate the
first order transfer function of the motor.

•Open-Loop Frequency Test
The objective of doing this test is to see the
response of the output magnitude & phase Vs frequency
to find the transfer function of the motor and this the
best you to approximate the mathematical model of DC
motor.

•Finding the damping ratio from the complex poles of the closed loop
Transfer Function.
•Putting the PI controller in the cascade with the model of the motor.

•Closed-Loop Response of Position Control
Without Controller:
The Closed-loop Response
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•Studying the effect of changing each of the constant of PI controller
in the behavior of the motor.
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Implementing each of the two controllers produced a better
performance. But a comparison between the improvement
achieved by the PI controller and the Phase Lead compensator
shows that (according to our results) for this system the use
of the Phase Lead compensator results in a much better
performance than that resulting from using the PI controller.
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•Finding the proper values of PI controller constants.
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A lead compensator is a component in a control system that improves an undesirable frequency
response in a feedback and control system. It is a fundamental building block in classical control theory.
Steps Of Design:

Compensated System vs. Uncompensated System
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• Depending on the closed loop transfer function ,the DC gain

constant is K=10.43
• Obtaining the cross over frequency (wc ( of the uncompensated
system by using the formula
=0
• Obtaining the phase of (wc) of the uncompensated system by using
the formula
, then the phase margin of
the uncompensated system is
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Basically there are two types of control systems
open loop, and closed loop systems. In open loop system
electrical signal send to actuator to control the signal
entering the system to perform a desired action like rotating
a motor to a certain position. In this case there is no way to
make sure that motor is adjusted to the desired position
without human interaction to reach the right position.
Therefore, we need to make some changes to the control
system configuration so that the system will handle the
whole process without any interaction to get the right
results and where feedback will take place. This feedback
will carry the output result back to the controller to make
right decision after a certain comparison, also this system
known as closed loop system.

One of the most common types of process control. A PI Controller is a proportional gain and
parallel with an integrator. The proportional gain provides fast error response and the integrator drives
the system to zero steady state error.
Steps Of Design:
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A servo motor is a motor that is part of a feedback
system used to control the speed or position. The performance
of a servo motor system may not be satisfactory for a certain
application without a controller, and so it is desired to design a
controller that improves the performance of the servo system.
This project deals with the design of two commonly known
types of controllers for the system at hand; the PI
(Proportional and Integral) controller and the Phase Lead
compensator.
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PMuncomp= 180
• Choosing the phase margin of the compensated system as PMcomp=
35 , then the additional amount of phase lead = PMcomp – PMuncomp + 5
.
• Determining the parameters of the compensator α, ωm and τ from
the following formulas:
,

Description of DC Servo Motor System
DC servo system is a device that has an output
shaft to produce rotational speed (torque) to perform any
process needed like position control. Also in order to move
motor shaft input signal has to be sent to motor to
produce it. Also as we change the input value the speed
will keep changing according to that value. In reality servo
systems are used in many applications like radio controlled
airplanes, and radio controlled cars. The main components
of the DC servo system used in this project consist of a
power supply, servo amplifier, an Attenuator unit, a DC
motor, an input and output potentiometers, an op amp unit
and a reduction gear tacho unit.
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ωm = -10log α
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Closed-Loop Response With
Lead Compensator

Closed-Loop Response
With PI Controller

• Finding the physical component values C , R1 and R2 required to
implement the compensator from the following formulas:
,
• Finding the transfer function of the compensator Gc(s) =

In this project we have designed and implemented a PI controller and a Phase Lead
compensator to improve the performance of the servo motor. The effective source of error was due to
approximation of the transfer function of the DC motor.
From the results, it has been observed that the improvement achieved by the Phase Lead
compensator is much better than the PI controller for this system.
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